Arthritis is the number one cause of chronic
pain in dogs and for some it is a crippling
disease that may result in euthanasia.



Medical treatment focuses on reducing pain and slowing the
progression of the disease with anti-inflammatory drugs.
Surgery such as a hip replacement may be able to help in
some situations.
Stem cell therapy offers so much more by
stimulating repair and regeneration of the
damaged joints.

While stem cell therapy is not a cure all,
most cases do experience a significant
improvement.
Rapid results are seen, with an improvement
often seen within 14 days.




Research has shown that stem cells exert powerful
therapeutic and regenerative effects through a
combination of their ability to modulate the immune
response to injury and secrete a range of trophic
factors, which promote tissue repair.



Continued improvement is often seen several months
after treatment.

Between 8-8.30am on the
morning of surgery your pet will
be admitted to the hospital by
one of our surgery nurses.
She will go through the
admission paper work with you,
treatment plan and discuss preanaesthetic blood testing or any
questions or concerns you have
before the procedure.
We will make sure that we have
contact phone numbers for you
so that we can call you during or
after the procedure with any
updates.

Once admitted your dog will be given a pre-anaesthetic examination by
our qualified nursing staff.
They will check your dog’s body weight and assess heart rate and
rhythm, gum colour and temperature to ensure that they are fit and well
enough to under-go their procedure.
If your vet has recommended pre-anaesthetic blood testing, this is also
carried out at this stage in our in-house laboratory, so results are in front
of your vet within 30 minutes.

Nurse carrying out pre-anaesthetic
check & collecting blood for testing.

The first step is to have a series of radiographs (xrays) taken to
assess which joints have osteoarthritis and thus which joints
will later have the stem cells injection into. This is usually
carried out under sedation.
Your vet may have done this previously, or may choose to carry
this out on the same day as the stem cell therapy.

Xrays of an arthritic elbow, but
normal hips – in the same dog.

ANAESTHESIA
After the xrays have been assessed, your vet will then proceed straight
away with inducing anaesthesia, which involves setting up an intravenous
drip to provide your dog with fluids during the procedure, this also
maintains blood pressure and allows easy injection of necessary drugs.
Once the anaesthetic injection has been given into the drip the vet inserts
an endotracheal (ET) tube into the windpipe; this allows maintenance of
isoflurane gas anaesthetic.
At The Vet Centre anaesthetic
safety during surgery is our main
priority, so we use the safest
anaesthesia protocols for your
dog based on their breed, age
and health.

The anaesthetic injection is given &
then the ET tube is inserted

Vet
collecting
blood

While your dog is asleep, 20ml of blood
is collected from the jugular vein.
This blood is then separated into 3
smaller tubes and centrifuged (spun at
high speed) to separate out the plasma
from the blood, this is also centrifuged
further to obtain a preparation called
‘platelet rich plasma’ which is mixed
with a special gel.
This is put aside for use later.

Nurses processing
blood

SURGERY – FAT HARVESTING
Once your pet has reached a stable level of anaesthesia they are moved
into our sterile surgical theatre where they are prepared for the fat
harvesting surgery – the skin on the chest has been clipped (shaved) by
this stage and it is then cleaned with chlorhexidine and alcohol to ensure
sterility.

Vet removing fat from the chest

Transferring the fat to
a sterile pottle

We have a purpose built modern, sterile surgical theatre complete with
blood pressure monitors, heart rate and breathing monitors to ensure
the safest anaesthetic possible.

Anaesthetic machine
and monitors
Surgical theatre

Once collected the pottle of fat
is processed under sterile
laboratory conditions.

Some of the specialised
equipment needed to carry out
stem cell preparation

This process takes around 2
hours to complete.

Photobiostimulation unit

The fat is minced up finely and
special solutions are added to it
to help ‘digest’ the tissue. While
this happens it is placed in a
special Medi-bath heated to
exactly 37C for 45mins.
More solutions are added and
further incubation is carried out.
The tissue is then centrifuged to
separate out 3 layers. The layer
containing the stem cells is removed
and filtered and further processing
takes place.
Eventually the stem cells are placed into
a photobiostimulation unit at which
point they are then ready for joint
injection!

An hour later the stem cells have been separated out from the
fat and are mixed with gentamicin antibiotic and are ready for injection
into the joints.
For injection of the stem cells,
your dog will need sedation
again. The skin over the joints to
be injected into are clipped and
cleaned aseptically.

The vet then carefully injects the
stem cells into the arthritic joints.
If your dog has arthritis in their
spine or paws, then they will also
have stem cells injected
intravenously.

• After your vet has completed the procedure your pet will then
go into our recovery room.
• Their dedicated vet nurse will continue to be with them and
ensure that they are kept warm (blankets, heat pads and hot
water bottles are used) and comfortable in recovery. An
additional long acting pain relief injection is given at this
stage.

Once in recovery one of our
nurses will phone you and let
you know how the surgery went
and give you an update on how
your pet is doing.

When your pet is feeling more
wide awake we transfer them to
our warm comfortable
dog ward.
They are offered water and some
tasty food before settling down for
the afternoon.

At discharge your nurse will go through written
discharge instructions on how to care for your
pet at home and also book them in for any postoperative rechecks and suture removal
appointments that they need.
Sutures are normally removed 14 days after
surgery.

Location of
sutures on side
of chest from fat
harvest surgery

